Introduction
============

Rates of evolution and levels of genetic variation vary widely across the genomes of most organisms. For example, certain sites in the control region of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have diverged rapidly between human and chimpanzee, and are highly variable within the human population ([@evy060-B27]; [@evy060-B55]; [@evy060-B58]; [@evy060-B20]; [@evy060-B40]; [@evy060-B7]; [@evy060-B29]; [@evy060-B43]; [@evy060-B49]). Many of these sites appear to be mutational "hotspots" ([@evy060-B50]).

In mutation accumulation (MA) experiments, multiple replicate populations kept at low effective population size are allowed to accumulate all but the most deleterious mutations over multiple generations ([@evy060-B8]; [@evy060-B42]). Thus, MA experiments allow a relatively unfiltered look at the evolutionary consequences of mutation. Recent MA studies have confirmed that mutation rates vary considerably between sites in many organisms ([@evy060-B25]; [@evy060-B32]; [@evy060-B62]; [@evy060-B53]; [@evy060-B11]). The mechanisms of hypermutability, however, remain unclear ([@evy060-B22]). Some variation in mutation rate appears to be sequence-specific ([@evy060-B25]; [@evy060-B32]; [@evy060-B62]; [@evy060-B53]; [@evy060-B11]), indicating that it may in part be driven by physicochemical mechanisms.

In this work we address the possibility that DNA's sequence-specific electronic properties ([@evy060-B60]; [@evy060-B48])---specifically of electron--holes ([@evy060-B13]; [@evy060-B47]; [@evy060-B6]; [@evy060-B51])---differentially affect each site's mutability. A hole is a mobile site of positive charge, or oxidized state ([@evy060-B14], left behind when an electron is removed, for example, by ionizing radiation or contact with an oxidizing agent. A hole exhibits quantum mechanical properties, and its wavefunction spreads out to enable long distance transport in an artificial DNA molecule with repeated base pairs ([@evy060-B39]; [@evy060-B33]; [@evy060-B24]; [@evy060-B19]; [@evy060-B23]). The varying base ionization potentials in a natural sequence ([@evy060-B52]), however, cause the hole wavefunction to localize with higher probability in deeper potential wells, similar to electron localization in a disordered potential ([@evy060-B2]). Guanine has the lowest ionization potential ([@evy060-B52]), and thus the highest tendency to trap holes.

When acting on a specific base, a hole can enhance the probability of a base pair replication mismatch through a variety of possible mechanisms ([@evy060-B59]; [@evy060-B37]; [@evy060-B14]; [@evy060-B9]). These include oxidation-induced stabilization of the normally rare, mismatch promoting tautomer ([fig. 1](#evy060-F1){ref-type="fig"}) of a given base ([@evy060-B14], oxidative base deamination ([@evy060-B30]; [@evy060-B17]), formation of wobble pairs, and other mechanisms (see \[[@evy060-B41]; [@evy060-B46]\] for reviews). [@evy060-B11] reported that fission yeast shows an elevated mutation rate of C:G base pairs. This rate is especially high when C:G is the middle base pair in CCG and TCG, or the respective reverse complementary triplets CGG and CGA. Yeast DNA is not believed to be subject to methylation. (By contrast, our analysis, below, of data by [@evy060-B1] shows influence both of methylation of CpG pairs and of holes in human DNA.) Recent studies also suggest that localized holes correlate with mutations involved in cancer and other diseases ([@evy060-B6]), and with human variant frequency spikes in the mitochondrial gene *ND1* ([@evy060-B51]). Thus, computational DNA hole spectroscopy ([@evy060-B51]) shows promise in the prediction of intrinsic sequence- and site-dependent mutability.

![---Tautomeric hydrogen bond shift in a G:C base pair, before (left) and after (right) G oxidation by a hole causes proton (H~1~) migration toward the C (top right). Original (left) and altered (right) double-well potentials are shown at the bottom. Chemical structures were drawn using the Avogadro molecule editor and visualizer ([@evy060-B26]).](evy060f1){#evy060-F1}

Here, we test the extent to which the localization of electron--holes on DNA sequences explains variation in mutation rates in three systems. First, context-dependent mutation rates in four species of bacteria ([@evy060-B32]; [@evy060-B54], [@evy060-B53]; [@evy060-B36]). Second, site-specific mutation rates in the hypervariable segment I (HVS-I) of the human mtDNA control region ([@evy060-B50]; [@evy060-B21]; [@evy060-B29]; [@evy060-B43]; [@evy060-B57]). Finally, levels of polymorphism in the middle base within several thousand heptanucleotide permutations in the human genome ([@evy060-B1]). We conclude that hole probabilities explain part of the variation in mutation rate in all three systems, whereas methylation at CpG pairs plays an additional prominent role in the latter system.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Correlation between Holes, Guanine Oxidation, and Ionization Potential
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Hole probabilities for randomized base--pair triplets were computed following the computational DNA hole spectroscopy method discussed below. Spearman correlation coefficients were then computed for the average hole probability for the middle base as compared with data reported by [@evy060-B44]), [@evy060-B38], including sequence-specific guanine oxidation reactivity and ionization potential.

Bacterial Mutation Rates
------------------------

Mutation rates in each triplet in *Bacillus subtilis*, *Escherichia coli*, and *Mesoplasma florum* are taken from supplementary tables S5 and S6, Supplementary Material online of [@evy060-B53]. We averaged the mutation rates for triplets in the left and right replichores. The mutation rates in *Pseudomonas fluorescens* are taken from table 2 of [@evy060-B36].

HVS-I Mutation Rates
--------------------

Mutation rates are taken from Supplemental Table 1, Supplementary Material online ("3,000 samples" column) of [@evy060-B43].

Computational DNA Hole Spectroscopy: Model Calculations
-------------------------------------------------------

We compute hole spectra for specific sequences following ([@evy060-B51]). DNA is modeled as a two-legged ladder using a tight-binding picture that includes matrix elements representing nearest-neighbor hopping of the hole along each chain (*t*~‖~: parallel hopping) and between chains (*t*~⊥~: perpendicular hopping; [@evy060-B13]; [@evy060-B51]). This tight-binding approach has the advantages that it is computationally tractable and allows us to handle a large number of base pairs ([@evy060-B13]). The local hole energy, $ɛ_{\ell m}$, is obtained for each site *m* and chain *ℓ* using published ionization potentials for the four bases: $ɛ_{A}$ = 8.24 eV, $ɛ_{T}$ = 9.14 eV, $ɛ_{G}$ = 7.75 eV, and $ɛ_{C}$ = 8.87 eV ([@evy060-B52]). This leads to the following tight-binding Hamiltonian ([@evy060-B13]; [@evy060-B51]): $$\hat{H} = ~{\sum\limits_{m = 1}^{N}{\lbrack{{\sum\limits_{\ell = 1}^{2}\left\{ {ɛ_{\ell m}c_{\ell m}^{\dagger}c_{\ell m} + t_{\parallel}\left\lbrack {c_{\ell,m + 1}^{~ \dagger}c_{\ell,m} + c_{\ell,m - 1}^{\dagger}c_{\ell,m}} \right\rbrack} \right\}} + t_{\bot}\left\{ {c_{2,m}^{\dagger}c_{1,m} + c_{1,m}^{\dagger}c_{2,m}} \right\}}\rbrack}},$$ where $c_{\ell m}^{\dagger}$ represents a hole creation operator at site *m* on chain $\ell$.

In matrix form, the Hamiltonian operator, [equation (1)](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, becomes a 2 *N *× 2 *N* matrix where the local hole energies lie along the diagonal and the off-diagonal hopping terms lie along either side of the diagonal. We apply periodic boundary conditions by adding hopping matrix elements that couple the first and last sites of each chain. The 2*N* eigenenergies *E~n~* and probability amplitudes $\Psi_{n}\left( {m,\ell} \right)$ versus site *m* and strand$\mathcal{~}\ell$ for each eigenstate $\Psi_{n}$ are then computed by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian and normalizing the probability amplitudes within the DNA segment of interest. In this study we use values for *t*~‖~, and *t*~⊥~ of 1.0, and 0.5 eV, respectively ([@evy060-B13]; [@evy060-B51]).

Complete hole probability spectra (relative values) for the two strands are then computed using a pseudothermal distribution of all the states by assuming a Boltzmann distribution: $$P\left( {m,\ell} \right) = {\sum\limits_{i = 0}^{N^{'} - 1}{P_{i}\left( {m,\ell} \right){\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left\lbrack {E_{i} - E_{0}} \right\rbrack}{k_{B}T}} \right\rbrack}}},$$ where $P_{i}\left( {m,\ell} \right) = \left| {\Psi_{i}\left| {m,\ell} \right|} \right|^{2}$, *N*′ = 2*N* is the total number of energy eigenstates, *E*~0~ is the lowest eigenenergy, *k~B~* is Boltzmann's constant, *T* is an effective temperature. This may be higher than the actual temperature due to the nonequilibrium nature of hole creation and transport (*k~B~T* = 0.05 eV in the model here). When using actual sequence data, we find that the lowest energy eigenstates are highly localized, each showing a single peak in probability at a given nucleotide site---these lowest energy eigenstates correspond to the largest hole peaks.

In the case of HVS-I and surrounding human mtDNA regions, we use the revised Cambridge reference sequence (rCRS; [@evy060-B4]). We also compute hole spectra of other common haplotypes---K, J, T2, U5a1a, V, and I ([@evy060-B10])---for comparison. Hole spectra are computed over the interval 15,989--16,569 and 1--600, which runs continuously along the circular mtDNA molecule. This segment encompasses the entire control region (D-loop) plus ∼20 additional base pairs on each side to accommodate periodic boundary conditions.

Base--Pair Heptanucleotides in the Human Genome
-----------------------------------------------

We computed sequence dependent hole probabilities for 20,000 random sequences of length 2,100, for a total of 42 million base pairs. We then computed the average (from \>360 spectra per 7-mer on average) middle base hole probability for each heptanucleotide permutation (out of 16,384) extracted from the randomized sequences. This yielded middle-base hole probabilities for both the reference and complementary 7-mer sequences. The data shown in supplementary table 7, Supplementary Material online of [@evy060-B1] focus on the reference sequence only, yielding 8,192 permutations times three autosomal base substitution probabilities, for each of three populations, African, Asian, and European. In order to compare hole probabilities to net substitution probabilities, recently compiled into heptanucleotides ([@evy060-B1]) using data from the 1000 Genomes Project ([@evy060-B56]). In order to draw a comparison to hole probabilities, we first took, from supplementary table 7, Supplementary Material online of [@evy060-B1], the average autosomal substitution probability, from the reference to alternate sequence, of the three populations and then the total of the three possible substituted bases (usually dominated by transitions). We compared both our reference and average (of reference and complementary) middle hole probabilities in order to compute the Spearman correlation for the 8,192 different 7-mer sequences.

Results
=======

Hole Probabilities, Like Mutation Rates, Are both Nucleotide- and Context-specific
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the widespread assumption that intrinsic mutation rates are independent of local sequence, a growing body of evidence suggests otherwise. For example, recent studies found strong nucleotide-specific mutation rate biases in *B. subtilis* ([@evy060-B53]), *E. coli* ([@evy060-B32]), *M. florum* ([@evy060-B54], [@evy060-B53]), and *P. fluorescens* ([@evy060-B36]). In *M. florum*, for example, G nucleotides showed base-substitution mutation rates 17-fold higher than T nucleotides on average ([@evy060-B53]). The mutation rate biases were also strongly context-dependent. In *B. subtilis*, for example, the T in a GTG trinucleotide showed a base-substitution mutation rate 76-fold higher than that of the middle T in a TTT trinucleotide ([@evy060-B53]). Hole localization is one possible mechanism by which these nucleotide-specific and neighbor-dependent mutation rate biases might emerge. To test this idea, we computed average hole probabilities for the middle nucleotide of the 64 possible base triplets. We then compared the hole probabilities to empirical estimates of mutation rates in the middle nucleotides of those triplets ([@evy060-B53]).

We began by computing the hole spectra of 1,000 random circular double-stranded DNA sequences of length 1,920, each containing a random sample of 640 trinucleotides drawn with equal probability from the 64 possible trinucleotides. We then evaluated the hole probabilities of the middle nucleotides in the triplets in both strands. The middle nucleotides of different triplets were found to differ by over two orders of magnitude in their average hole probabilities ([fig. 2](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The middle nucleotide itself has a strong effect, explaining 44% of the variance in log hole probability among triplets shown in [figure 2*B*](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"} (general linear model \#1, with the nucleotide at position 2 as a categorical predictor: *F*~3,60~ = 17.53, *P* \< 10^−7^). The T nucleotide has the lowest hole probability. The nucleotides A, C, and G have hole probabilities 2-, 3.4- and 9.5-fold higher than T, respectively ([fig. 3](#evy060-F3){ref-type="fig"}, position 2). Thus, average hole probabilities, like mutation rates, are nucleotide-specific.

![---Hole probabilities vary over two orders of magnitude. Average hole probability (*B*) of middle nucleotide versus triplet number, as defined in the table (*A*). The highest hole probabilities (*B*) occur in triplets containing one or more G:C base pairs (e.g., 56 = CGG, 62 = GGC, and 64 = GGG). Values are averages of ∼2 × 10^4^ values per triplet and are displayed relative to the average value for TTT on a log scale. Below the dashed line are the seven triplets with the lowest hole probabilities: AAT, ATA, TAA, ATT, TAT, TTA, and TTT.](evy060f2){#evy060-F2}

![---A simple additive model explains most of the variation in log hole probability in the middle nucleotide of the 64 triplets shown in [figure 2*B*](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}. Values are estimated increases in log hole probability, relative to TTT, for the different nucleotides at each of the three positions. On the basis of general linear model \#2 described in the text. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on the general linear model. A value of *x* represents a 10^*x*^-fold increase in hole probability. For example, a C at position 2 increases hole probability at position 2 by 10^0.53^ = 3.4-fold relative to a T.](evy060f3){#evy060-F3}

Average hole probabilities, like mutation rates, are also context-dependent. For example, the hole probability of the T in GTG is 10-fold higher than that of the middle T in TTT ([fig. 2*B*](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Taking into account the number of nucleotides of each type in positions 1 and 3 increases the proportion of the variance in log hole probability explained to 92% (general linear model \#2, with the nucleotide at position 2 as a categorical predictor, and the total number of nucleotides of each type in positions 1 and 3 as three continuous predictors: *F*~6,57~ = 120.3, *P* \< 10^−15^; comparison to model \#1, ΔAIC = --121.0, i.e., model \#2 provides a vastly better description of the data in [fig. 2*B*](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The "contextual" effect of each neighboring nucleotide on the hole probability of the middle nucleotide is similar, but not identical, to that of the middle nucleotide ([fig. 3](#evy060-F3){ref-type="fig"}): the total number of nucleotides of each type in a triplet only explains 88% of the variance in log hole probability of the middle nucleotide (general linear model \#3, with the total number of nucleotides of each type in positions 1--3 as three continuous predictors: *F*~3,60~ = 157.4, *P* \< 10^−15^; comparison to model \#2, ΔAIC = +21.6, i.e., model \#2 is better). The contributions of positions 1 and 3 are symmetrical (a general linear model allowing asymmetry shows ΔAIC = +6.0 when compared with the symmetrical model \#2, i.e., model \#2 is better).

Hole Probabilities of Guanines Are Correlated with Their Oxidation Reactivity
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sequence dependent hole probabilities of guanines are negatively correlated with their ionization potential ([@evy060-B44]) and positively correlated with their oxidation reactivity ([@evy060-B38]; [fig. 4](#evy060-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Spearman's rank correlation: *ρ* = --0.77 and 0.71, respectively (both *P* ≤ 0.002).

![---Hole probabilities of guanines are correlated with their oxidation reactivity. Relationships between hole probability of guanines in different sequence contexts, and their ionization potential in eV (*A*) ([@evy060-B44]) and reactivity toward riboflavin-mediated photooxidation (*B*) ([@evy060-B38]). Hole probabilities are the same as in [figure 2](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"} (XGX triplets) and are displayed on a log-scale. Oxidation reactivity (*B*) is ln-transformed.](evy060f4){#evy060-F4}

Hole Probabilities Explain Some of the Nucleotide-specificity and Context-dependence of Bacterial Mutation Rates
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MA is the standard method for studying mutations experimentally ([@evy060-B8]; [@evy060-B42]). In a typical MA experiment, several inbred or clonal lines are maintained in isolation at as low an effective population size as possible. This reduces the efficiency of natural selection and allows most mutations to accumulate approximately neutrally. Mutations can be detected by comparing the genomes of MA lines with that of their ancestor.

The mutation rates of the middle nucleotides in the 64 triplets have been estimated in MA experiments in mismatch repair-deficient (MMR^--^) strains of *B. subtilis* ([@evy060-B53]), *E. coli* ([@evy060-B32]), *M. florum* ([@evy060-B54], [@evy060-B53]), and *P. fluorescens* ([@evy060-B36]). Hole probabilities are positively correlated with the triplet mutation rates of all species ([fig. 5](#evy060-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The correlations are strong for *M. florum* (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, *ρ* = 0.612, *P* \< 10^−5^) and *B. subtilis* (*ρ* = 0.425, *P* = 0.0005), but weak for *E. coli* (*ρ* = 0.190, *P* = 0.13) and *P. fluorescens* (*ρ* = 0.283, *P* = 0.02; note that these *P*-values are not corrected for multiple tests). An average correlation of $\overset{-}{\rho}$ = 0.377 between hole probabilities and the mutation rates of the four species is unlikely to occur by chance alone (two-tailed permutation test: *P* \< 10^−5^, based on 2 × 10^6^ permutations). Notably, the seven triplets predicted to have the lowest hole probabilities ([fig. 2](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}) show low mutation rates in all species ([fig. 5](#evy060-F5){ref-type="fig"}, rectangles).

![---Hole probabilities explain some of the nucleotide- and context-specificity of bacterial mutation rates. Scatter plots of mutation rate (× 10^−8^ per site per generation) versus hole probability in the middle nucleotide of each of the 64 triplets, for four species of bacteria (see [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Hole probabilities are the same as in [figure 2](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"} and are displayed relative to TTT on a log scale. The rectangles enclose the seven triplets with the lowest hole probabilities: AAT, ATA, TAA, ATT, TAT, TTA, and TTT (below the dashed line in [fig. 2](#evy060-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the *y*-axis of *Pseudomonas fluorescens* is half as long as that of the other three species.](evy060f5){#evy060-F5}

Hole Probabilities Explain Some of the Variation among Sites in Mutation Rate in Human mtDNA
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The noncoding HVS-I (16,024--16,383) of the human mtDNA control region, appears to contain several mutational hotspots ([@evy060-B20]; [@evy060-B40]; [@evy060-B50]; [@evy060-B7]; [@evy060-B43]; [@evy060-B49]). We now compute hole spectra for the L- and H-strands of the rCRS ([@evy060-B3]; [@evy060-B4]) and compare them to the site-specific mutation rates estimated in the study of [@evy060-B43] based on 16,609 HVS-I sequences, 37.5% of which had the rCRS haplotype ([@evy060-B10]). [Figure 6](#evy060-F6){ref-type="fig"} shows that some of the variation in mutation rate in HVS-I is explained by variation in hole probability (Spearman's rank correlation coefficients: L-strand, *ρ* = 0.132, *P* = 0.01; H-strand, *ρ* = 0.183, *P* = 0.0005).

![---Hole probabilities explain some of the variation in mutation rate among sites in the human mitochondrial HVS-I. Mutation rates (per site per million years) were obtained from [@evy060-B43]. Hole probabilities were estimated separately for both strands (data in [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Both hole probabilities and mutation rates have been rescaled to have a maximum of 1. Certain nucleotide positions are highlighted at the top.](evy060f6){#evy060-F6}

Sites with high hole probabilities tend to be highly mutable. The 80 sites with the highest hole probabilities have higher mutation rates (*µ*) on average than expected by chance (two-tailed permutation tests based on 2 × 10^5^ permutations: L-strand, $\overset{-}{µ}$ = 0.253, *P* = 0.0003; H-strand, $\overset{-}{µ}$ = 0.235, *P* = 0.002). Low hole probabilities, however, are not associated with low mutability in the same way (*P* \> 0.05). This asymmetry is not surprising because high mutation rates are expected to be more accurately estimated than low mutation rates. Consistent with this argument, the strength of the correlation between mutation rate and hole probability is highest in regions of relatively high mutation rate ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

The hole spectra of other common haplotypes---K, J, T2, U5a1a, V, and I ([@evy060-B10])---were highly significantly correlated with that of rCRS (mean Pearson's correlation coefficients, L-strand: $\overset{-}{r}$ = 0.997; H-strand: $\overset{-}{r}$ = 0.996), indicating that our results are unlikely to be affected by evolution of the hole spectra.

Hole Probabilities Explain Some of the Variation among Sites in Substitution Rates in Human Nuclear DNA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Levels of single-nucleotide polymorphism vary widely across the human genome ([@evy060-B28]). A recent study found that the heptanucleotide sequence context of a site accounts for over 80% of the variation in substitution rate in the human genome ([@evy060-B1]). [Figure 7](#evy060-F7){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the relationship between hole probability and substitution rate for sites with 8,192 different heptanucleotide sequence contexts. Broadly, there is a strong positive correlation between the two variables (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient: *ρ* = 0.428, *P* \< 10^−15^). This correlation is largely driven by the fact that C nucleotides in a CpG dinucleotide have ∼12-fold higher substitution probabilities and ∼5-fold higher hole probabilities when compared with nucleotides in nonCpG dinucleotides (upper vs. lower cloud in [fig. 7](#evy060-F7){ref-type="fig"}). The likely explanation for this difference in substitution rate is that CpG sites are methylated at a much higher rate than nonCpG sites, and 5-methylcytosine undergoes spontaneous deamination to T ([@evy060-B1]).

![---Hole probabilities explain some of the variation among sites in substitution rates in humans. Hexagonal bin plot of substitution probability ([@evy060-B1]) against hole probabilities for the middle bases of noncoding human DNA heptanucleotides. Both variables are log~10~ transformed. Hole probabilities are reported relative to the lowest value (that of TATAATA). The dashed line indicates the maximum log substitution rate (--1.546) shown by nonCpG sites. Only 4 out of 1024 (0.4%) heptanucleotides, where positions 4 and 5 are a CpG dinucleotide, have log substitution rates \<--1.546.](evy060f7){#evy060-F7}

To evaluate the additional contribution of hole probability to substitution rate, we analyzed the CpG and nonCpG sites separately using linear regression. Log substitution probability of nonCpG sites increased with log hole probability (slope and 95% confidence interval: *b *= 0.079 ± 0.007; *P* \< 10^−15^; *r*^2^ = 7.5%). In contrast, log substitution probability of CpG sites *decreased* with log hole probability (*b *= --0.017 ± 0.017; *P* = 0.048; *r*^2^ = 0.28%). Thus, log hole probability explained some of the variation in log substitution probability for nonCpG sites (*r*^2^ = 7.5%), but not for CpG sites ([fig. 7](#evy060-F7){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

There is a growing body of evidence that the rate of substitution at a site depends on its immediate sequence context ([@evy060-B28]). One likely mechanism for these patterns is context-dependent mutation rate biases ([@evy060-B25]; [@evy060-B32]; [@evy060-B53]; [@evy060-B11]). Our results support the hypothesis that localized electron--holes can affect site-specific mutability, perhaps by triggering base--pair substitutions.

DNA repair mechanisms are expected to counteract the effects of electron--holes on mutation. Thus, we expect that hole-related mutational mechanisms should be easier to detect when DNA repair mechanisms are impaired. Our data provide tentative support for this prediction. The strongest evidence for a correlation between hole probability and mutation rate was found in mismatch repair-deficient strains of bacteria. Hole probabilities were at least as good a predictor of context-dependent mutation rates in a given species of bacteria (mean Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, $\overset{-}{\rho}$ = 0.377, *n* = 4), as the rates of one species were at predicting those of other species ($\overset{-}{\rho}$ = 0.338, *n* = 6).

Another complication is that other mutational mechanisms, such as DNA methylation, could be confounded with hole probability. *Escherichia coli* shows two main types of methylation: methylation by the Dam methylase affects the A in GATC sequences and methylation by the Dcm methylase affects the second C in CCAGG and CCTGG sequences. These methylation sites do not appear to show an increased mutation rate in *E. coli.* The A in GAT triplets, which include Dam methylation sites, has a mutation rate of 2.1 × 10^−8^ per site per generation, and this is lower than the average for all A nucleotides (2.8 × 10^−8^ per site per generation); similarly, the second C in CCA and CCT triplets, which include Dcm methylation sites, have mutation rates of 0.59 × 10^−8^ and 0.29 × 10^−8^ per site per generation, respectively, and these are lower than the average for all C nucleotides (0.86 × 10^−8^ per site per generation). Interestingly, the A in GAC triplets has the highest mutation rate of all triplets with A in the middle position (10.2 × 10^−8^ per site per generation), and the A in GACC is methylated when Dam is overexpressed ([@evy060-B16]). Thus, it is possible that Dam methylation contributes to some of the nucleotide-specificity and context-dependence of mutation rates in *E. coli*. This could explain why *E. coli* shows the lowest correlation between mutation rate and hole probability. DNA methylation is unlikely to explain the strongest correlations reported here: both *B. subtilis* and *M. florum* appear to lack both Dam and Dcm methylation ([@evy060-B18]).

DNA methylation is also rare in human mtDNA ([@evy060-B35]). However, the results for the mtDNA control region were somewhat less conclusive than those for bacteria. Some of the strongest mutational hotspots in HVS-I correlate with peaks in the hole spectrum (e.g., positions 16,189, 16,192 and 16,261; [fig. 6](#evy060-F6){ref-type="fig"}). But there are exceptions: some mutational hotspots have low hole probabilities (e.g., positions 16,093, 16,172, and 16,311), and some mutational coldspots have high hole probabilities (e.g., positions 16,033--16,036 and 16,377--16,379 ([fig. 6](#evy060-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The mutation rate estimates of [@evy060-B43] are indirect and, therefore, may reflect the action of natural selection since they are based on sequences from live individuals. For example, position 16,034 has a high hole probability but low (germline) mutation rate. However, somatic mutations at that position 16,034 have been found in prostate and ovarian tumors \[MITOMAP, also see [@evy060-B15]; [@evy060-B12]; [@evy060-B61]; [@evy060-B45]\], indicating that mutations at this site may experience purifying selection.

DNA methylation is common in the human nuclear genome and has a major effect on substitution rates ([@evy060-B1]). Interestingly, we were able to detect an effect of holes independent of DNA methylation: log hole probability explained *r*^2^ = 7.5% of the variation in log substitution probability for nonCpG sites. Future work is needed to compute hole probabilities for *methylated* DNA to assess whether or not holes may have some influence on this process in humans.

The intrinsic mutability, finally, does not scale linearly with hole probability even if hole localization is a major mutation-triggering event. A more comprehensive tool, capable of estimating site-dependent mutability from a known sequence, would use computational DNA hole spectroscopy as a starting point but would also need to incorporate one or more base mismatch mechanisms. These might include oxidation-stabilized tautomerism ([@evy060-B59]; [@evy060-B37]; [@evy060-B14]; [@evy060-B9]), base deamination ([@evy060-B31]; [@evy060-B5]), or other mechanisms some, but not necessarily all, potentially influenced by holes.

Any hole-enhanced mutation mechanism would likely be influenced by: 1) the probability of hole localization and oxidation of a given base; 2) any potential barrier in the oxidized state for forming a base--pair mismatch; and 3) the energetics of DNA polymerases and repair enzymes involved in replication. These would be affected by the specific base pair and its position within a sequence. Although we generally find the highest hole probabilities on segments with several G:C base pairs in a row, A:T base pairs may have more favorable energetics for creating a mismatch once a specific base becomes oxidized ([@evy060-B34]). Intriguingly, we sometimes find, both in [figure 6 (e](#evy060-F6){ref-type="fig"}.g., position 16,362) and in our previous work ([@evy060-B51]), that a peak in mutation rate (or allele frequency) occurs on an A:T site near the *edge* of a hole peak rather than on a G:C site in the middle. A plausible hypothesis is that the *mutation* probability is enhanced by a smaller barrier to create a mismatch at an A:T pair, whose *hole* probability is enhanced by the adjacent hole peak centered on adjacent G:C sites. [@evy060-B34] find that the ranking of redox potentials between G and A, when going from normal to rare tautomer forms, reverses: from G \< A to A~T~ \< G~T~.

In summary, the results presented here support the hypothesis that physical mutation mechanisms, such as those triggered by sequence-specific hole localization, play important roles in molecular evolution. Unraveling the relative importance of holes versus other physicochemical mutation and repair mechanisms, however, remains a challenge for the future. Mutability models that build on computational DNA hole spectroscopy, but incorporate other factors, could ultimately lead to better understanding of both evolution and the emergence of somatic disease states such as cancer.
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